SOLAGIZE SOLAR
POWERED CHARGING TRAILER

SOLAR POWERED
CHARGING TRAILER

THE TRAILER PRODUCT & OFFERING
- A 100% “Green”
- 1021 lockers with access to 2 USB Ports
- No Power source needed ie access to electricity or generator
- Completely silent which adds to the “green” aspect
- 24 hour usage
- Safe and secure
- Portable and convenient – can be moved as and when needed
- Opportunity to brand and create an exciting activation
- Easy to access and use

THE EVENT GOER BENEFITS

THE EVENT GOERS USING THEIR
LOCKERS

TRAILER OPPORTUNITIES

FAQ’S
How do the USB ports work? - The USB ports work exactly the same as if you plug
your phone into a plug socket at home. The ports are connected to Hubs that house
the power that is sent to them from the batteries. The power then runs through the
cable and charges the device that is connected to the USB Port
Is it safe and secure? - Yes, we have staff at the trailer throughout the day as well as
the trailer is chained while at the event. No lockers are accessible from inside the
trailer. Security to be provided by the festival and or event
How does the key system work? - Each person who receives/books a locker will
receive a key with a clip that they will have on their possession until they are finished
with their locker. Upon closure of the event, the key is returned at the registration table
Travel costs: Transport is based on AA Rates and accommodation is for clients
account
The Batteries:
What happens if there is no sun to charge the unit? – All batteries arrive fully
charged and if there is no sunlight then we are able to use the event office to charge
them via the electricity mains
How are the batteries charged? The batteries are charged through the solar panels
that take in the sunlight sending power to the battery where it is stored and sent from
there to the power hubs then to the lockers
What type of batteries are they? Lithium batteries
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